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Abstract: Japanese exhibits numerous phenomena where the expression of hypothetical and 
counterfactual meaning is mediated by linguistic forms having the basic function of expressing 
temporal meaning such as stativity and iterativity （both subcategories of imperfective aspect）.This 
correlation is seen not only in hypothetical meaning associated with subordinate conditional 
clauses, but also in main clause contexts with predicates expressing possibility, desire, and negation. 
An explanation is sought for this correlation in an “inclusion feature” of imperfective aspect, 
modeled after an analogous “exclusion feature” of past tense proposed in Iatridou （2000）, whereby 
imperfective aspect is seen to bear reference to multiple points in time beyond the time of reference 
adopted by the speaker. This inclusion of points in time outside of the time of the speaker extends 
naturally to inclusion of reference to possible worlds outside of the world of the speaker, giving rise 
to hypothetical meaning in general, and counterfactual meaning as a special case of such meaning. 
While the role of past tense has received signiﬁcant attention as a medium for counterfactual 
meaning in Indo-European languages, this paper urges that attention also be given to aspectual 
meaning as a complementary, but equally central, medium exploited by some languages for the 
expression of hypothetical meaning, pointing to a fundamental cognitive link between the 
perception of time and the perception of reality in human language.
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（52）An pari afto to siropi θa γ1ini kala.
　 If take/NPST/PRF this syrup FUT become/NPST/PRF well10
　 “If he takes this syrup, he will get better.”（future neutral vivid） （Iatridou 2000: 234）
　 このシロップ剤を飲めば元気になる（だろう）。
（53）An eperne afto to siropi θa γ1inotan kala.
　 If take/PST/IMP this syrup FUT become/PST/IMP well
　 “If he took this syrup, he would get better.”（future less vivid） （ibid.）
　 このシロップ剤を飲めば元気になる（のに）。
（54）An iχ1e pari to siropi θa iχ1e γ1ini kala.
　 If had taken the syrup FUT had become better.
　 “If he had taken the syrup, he would have gotten better.”（past counterfactual）
















（55）Exclusion feature （ExclF） for past tense:
Topic（x） （the x that we are talking about） excludes S（x） （the x of the speaker at time of 
utterance）, where x is a variable ranging over both times and worlds.
10 Iatridouで使われている記号の意味は次の通りである。NPST ＝ nonpast（非過去形）；PST ＝ past（過
去形）；FUT ＝ future（未来形）；PRF＝perfective（完了）；IMP ＝ imperfective（未完了）。例文（52）－（54）
とその逐語訳，英訳はIatridou（2000）によるもので，日本語訳は筆者によるものである。
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（58）　Inclusion feature （InclF） for imperfective aspect （states, habituals, generics）:
Topic（x） （the x that we are talking about） includes non-S（x） （x that are not of the speaker 





























































（63）I would gladly leave this job if I got an offer elsewhere.（仮定的）
　 他から就職の口がかかれば迷わずに今の仕事を辞める。
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